
SNORRICAM 

1 Screw the 2 loose washers on the two male screws of one of chest plates. 

Note: both chest plates are identical. 

Slide the extension pole into the longest pole and 

lock it into position using the clamp at the end of 

the longest pole. 

For more information please visit our website: www.glidegear.net 

Mount two ball heads on the same two screws.  Tighten the ball head. 
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3 Screw on the shortest pole onto 

the top ball head. 

Attach the main pole to the bottom ball head. 
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5 Attach a ball head at the end of the shorter 

pole. 
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6 Loosen up the ball head connecting the 

shorter pole to the chest plate. 
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7 Connect the 2 poles at the connecting cube and 

lock the cube’s position using its knob. 
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8 Mount a ball head at the end of the extension pole and mount your camera onto the ball head. 
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ASSEMBLY 

Connecting cube 



SNORRICAM 

PUTTING THE VEST ON 
WARNING: Make sure to tighten and lock all the ball heads and thumb screws into position before putting 

the vest on. 

NOTE: Both chest plates are identical and can be worn either in the front or in the back indifferently. 

1 To put the vest on, simply connect the 2 sets of straps on the side of each plate around your torso. 

2 You also have the option of using the 2 over-the-shoulder straps (see in Picture A), but the shoulder straps 

can be removed as in picture B. 

3 Loosen the straps to position the Snorricam in the desired positon along the torso. Tighten the straps 

once in the desired position. 

Picture A:  

Snorricam in the front with both side 

straps and over-the-shoulder straps 

Picture B:  

Snorricam in the back with side straps 

and over-the-shoulder straps removed 



SNORRICAM 

ADJUSTING THE POSITON OF THE CAMERA 
1 

Adjust the distance Torso-Camera but loosening up this clamp and pulling the extension pole. Once set, 

make sure to tighten the clamp to lock the extension pole into position. 
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Use this ball head to adjust the positon of the camera. Make sure to lock the camera’s position before any 

further adjustments. 
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To adjust the angle between the Snorricam and the torso: 

 Make sure that the ball head and clamp from Step 1 and Step 2 are fully tighten before proceeding. 

 Loosen up the 4 joints circled in the picture below (the 3 ball heads and the knob) . 

 Make sure to hold the rig together while the joints are loose. 

 Grab the connecting cube and slide it along the main pole to adjust the angle. 

 Once in the desired position, lock all 4 joints back in position . 
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Camera angle 

adjustment 

Distance Torso-Camera 

adjustment 

Snorricam-Torso angle 

adjustment 

Move the connecting cube toward the torso to 

reduce the angle between the torso and camera. 

Move the connecting cube toward the camera to 

increase the angle between the torso and the 

camera 

Connecting cube 


